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Asad Ur Rehman
CEO - Cubic Solutions Inc.

Cubic Solutions Inc. is mindful that the pandemic has affected every aspect
of our lives. Our top priority is the safety and health of employees and the
The company implemented a series of health protocols, in line with Government
recommendations. During these challenging times, we remain committed to
providing quality products and services to our customers.

Dear Respected Stakeholders, Over the past year, the world has to encounter
the COVID-19 pandemic, which trigger a global health crisis and consequently
adversely impacting the global economic growth.
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A Brief Story About The Company

We are a top-tier software development company that has been making success stories since
2011. With more than 400 projects under our hood, our custom software development
services deliver exceptional user experiences to set you apart from the competition.We are
having a prominent place in the Information Technology sector. We work globally to provide
our valued clients with the best services they need regarding their IT-related issues. We are
highly committed to every valued client, so we can provide the best online solutions that
help you grow your business. Our flexible services provide a wide range of opportunities and
multiple services. 

ABOUT US
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Our goal is to create and sustain Quality software for businesses, organizations and
individuals. By working with the client we create eye-catching, informative and
reasonably valued software and designs that fulfill client’s functional and non-functional
requirements. We offer a full range of support services, including design and
development support in order to provide the best possible experience to our clients. We
protect the confidentiality and integrity of our client’s information and the security and
reliability of their web presence. We always operate in an expert, quick manner which is
focused on customer satisfaction.

VISION

MISSION
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We exist to provide the highest level of quality products and services globally that meet
customers and user needs. Our Mission is to provide all our customers a quality service
lineup on one stop shop. To be the providers of I.C.T. strategies and services, which
deliver long term commercial benefits, based upon our clients key business
requirements. The strategies evolved should be economical, efficient, durable, flexible
and allow the organizations to respond rapidly to both market and customer needs.

PHILOSOPHY
Our company philosophy is to
create the kind of solutions
that most businesses want:
easy to find, stylish and
appealing, quick loading,
mobile responsive and easy
to buy from.

WORKING STYLE
We’ve designed our entire process and
products around providing everything a small
businesses needs when they’re starting out –
ensuring that working with us is always a
quick, easy and hassle-free experience. We
give our clients full control of their Product
without a ridiculous price tag, and our friendly
team offers their expertise even after your
Project is live.



Cubic Solutions Inc. Provides Complete
Solutions for Software Services and
Hardware Services for your Business.
Our Commitment to Quality and High
Standards keeps our Clients Happy and
more Importantly – Coming Back again
and again.

At Cubic Solutions, we design beautiful user experiences to enhance digital products
and service offerings. We use visual design cues to tell stories. Our approach makes it a
good idea to understand your business, identity, and creative strategy.
A digital experience is only as good as the technology driving them. Cubic Solutions
innovate with the ever-changing internet-ready devices, pushing digital innovation to
enhance online user experiences further.
At Cubic Solutions, we understand client goals, which enables us to identify the right
creative strategy and direction that engages your target audience with your product or
service offering. Be it online strategy, website design, or application development; we
come well-dressed for all digital storytelling.

WHO WE ARE?

01 COMPLETE SOLUTIONS 
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WHY CHOOSE US?
We have a Fantastic Support System and, of course, Email and
Instant Messaging to anyone on the Creative Team is Always
Available. Our Server Technicians work 24 hours a day – Seven
Days a Week to Make Sure your Website is up and Running at all
Times. Our Programmers and Developers work Different shifts to
Deliver Fast, High-Quality, Error-Free Results with your
Interactive Projects. Call Cubic Soluons Today and let us help
you Market and Adverse your Business.

02 NO MATTER WHAT YOUR BUSINESS IS – WE CAN HELP 

We Specialize in Full Services in Web Solutions Such as e-
Commerce Solutions, Software Solutions like payroll systems
and ERP systems, Graphics designing, and development,
Webmaster, Hardware solutions like RFID readers, etc,
Government solutions, small Business Solutions, Internet
Advertising, Business Media Communications, Web Marketing,
and other organizations. Call us today to get started!

03 WE ARE THERE WHEN YOU NEED US 



We have a team of experienced and professional designers and developers. This is what makes us
recognize internationally. We are equipped with the latest technologies and all the modern tools which
are required for making our services better. Our team owns strong design skills, in-depth knowledge of up-
to-date web-design trends and techniques, and knowledge and experience in programming languages.

CORE VALUES

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS 
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HUMAN CAPITAL

Quality
The highest level of quality assurance
is what makes us who we are our
quality standards ensure that you get
the high value that you need.

Innovation has always been a primary
focus. Driven by innovation we turn
ideas into implementations that are
suited to your operational needs. 

Innovation

We always focus on using our
expertise to deliver something greater
in quality in a given time bracket. As
the timeline is plays an important
factor in any project's success

Expertise
Catering to a diverse clientele spread
across the world, Our Customer Care
is more than glad to help you with
your concerns questions, and
suggestions.

Support

REAL INDUSTRY EXPERTIES
As an experienced provider of enterprise software solutions primarily serving the global cost-efficient,
customer experience, and Business industry products. Our products and services yield record levels of
customer satisfaction and millions of dollars in annual savings for some of the world’s most successful
brands and IT firms. We have a dedicated team of experts in IT and business professionals who are serving
in many of the different support and delivery centers throughout the world to the best of their capacity
for the satisfaction of our honorable clients. Our research work is based on a boom-up, quantitive
approach which links detailed research and analysis of the issues at hand with a top-line perspective on
overall strategic options and imperatives. We work intensely with our clients in an iterative fashion to
identify the most important issues they are facing and provide them with the best solution that ever
exists. We have a wide range of tools and approaches – from point of sales models to detailed cost payroll
systems to competitive research. Our output is not just limited to one country or region, we are providing
our services to the globe. We have a set of actionable set of recommendations that prioritize the
technology, product, organizational, and market actions to opmtimize the chance and magnitude of
success. Visit our Resource Centre to view case studies and find out how we have helped finance and
leasing businesses to achieve growth and success.



CONSULTANCY
With an experience spanning over 13 years Cubic Solutions Inc. Stands
among top 55 Asian Companies 

With an experience of over 12 years in the field of software and
technology, Cubic Solutions.Inc provides value for its clients to help
evolve & transform their business effectively. It concentrates
primarily on matters pertaining to growth, cost reduction,
regulations, risk management, and the general streamlining of the
business processes. Innovation and synergy are the cornerstones of
any business transformation that is aimed at sustained growth. This
is where Cubic Solutions.Inc excels in strategically aligning the
business interests of its clients by identifying and seizing
opportunities to help realize their maximum potential.

01 Business Consultancy 

02

Our dedicated Information Security Consulting team  has wide-range
and in-depth experience in creating watertight information security
conventions. Their focus is predominantly on regulation compliance,
continuous management, support, and governance of security with
the utmost care given to the integrity of systems and networks. We
caters to a wide spectrum of issues in advanced security processes,
security consulting, and research and development.

Information Security

06

03
Cubic Solutions Inc. is an industry leader in ‘customer-centricity’; an
approach where it puts its customers first and at the core of its
business. Therefore, in a world where companies only survive if their
products hit the ground running, Cubic Solutions.Inc’s Independent
System Review ensures that its software application is extensively
tested before it goes live. This strong attention to detail has been
perfected by Cubic Solutions.Inc through its 12 years’ experience of
adherence to industry yardsticks.

Independent System Review
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Customized strategic road map
Expertise in regulatory compliance
Risk management insight
Optimization through process re-engineering

Benefits

Improved regulatory compliance
Continuous management and support
Professional processes
Lower operating costs
Dedicated expertise
Network and system integrity

Benefits

Comprehensive application assessment
Customized end to end solutions
Preempt problems and bottlenecks
Drastically reduce failure cost

Benefits



Web App Development Services

Mobile App Development Services

Enterprise App Development

Custom Software Development

Software Quality Assurance

MVP Development

Product Development Services

Software Project Management

Technical Support Services

Dev Ops 

Data Scraping

UI/UX Design

Blockchain Development

IoT Development

Cyber Security Services

SERVICES 
The world has become a global village and the village is expanding at a
high pace. Technological Services have played a key role in its pace and
functionality. We avail technological Services to convert our applications
into better product.
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Textiles Sector
Accounting Firms
Logistics Firms
Fashion Industry
Real Estate

INDUSTERIES WE SERVE

E-Commerce

Food & Grocery

The list of industries we have worked with to date Globally providing them
with multiple services.
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On Demand Services

Fintech
Travel & Tourism
Healthcare

Education
Hardware Traders
Importers Industry
Cosmetics Industry

Solar Companies
Car Rentals
Telecom Sector
Trucking Companies
Construction Companies

Automotive
Taxation Sector
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Outsourcing Service Model works very well with larger-scale products, MVPs,
etc. These models are known for enhanced productivity, cost-cutting, and often
the choice for longer-term projects wth a larger set of people working together.

02 | DEDICATED TEAM MODEL
In this model, the outsourcing company
provides you with a dedicated team of
experts that can help you build your
software product. These experts include
software developers, designers, UI/UX
experts, QA engineers, etc. This team
ensures that the software product
development process is running
smoothly. The outsourcing company
might provide you these professionals
onshore, or they may also work remotely
according to your requirements and
feasibility. 

03 | PROJECT-BASED MODEL
In the project-based model, you hand over the
entire project to the outsourcing company. Now it’s
the company’s headache to manage the outsourced
project development cycle. You just need to set up
a budget and time for your project.

The types of Services Models are as follow:

01 | STAFF AUGMENTATION 
The pricing of the dedicated team model depends
on the number of members and hours. To hire
software developers temporarily to augment the
capacity of your organization; this is staff
augmentation. The range of reasons due to which
companies may choose is:

To increase workforce capacity
To gain specialized skills
Form a bridge until permanent hiring takes
place
For strategic reasons, where the team is flexible
and gives a competitive advantage.

ENGAGEMENT MODEL

Outsourcing provides quality
and flexibility in software

development
 Outsourcing software

development ensures high quality
and flexibility to the customer as

an experienced outsourcing
company makes correct

technological decisions giving
high quality products. It has

dedicated infrastructure, services,
and a qualified team to work with.

Current trends clearly show that
companies prefer outsourcing over in-
house development. For instance,
according to a recent study by Statista,
the IT outsourcing industry in the US
alone is 132.9 billion dollars in the year
2022!

To conclude, outsourcing software seems a better choice
provided that the outsourcing company keeps up with the
technological trends, is security-aware, and understands the
customer’s requirements/culture.
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OUR WORKING MODEL

Full Time

8 hours per day 
5 days a week 
Dedicated Resource 
Interview based Selection

8
4 hours per day 
5 days a week 
Dedicated Resource 
Interview based Selection

4

Hourly Fix Gig

Part Time

At least 10 hours per
week
Dedicated Resource 
Interview based Selection

Key Milestone
Timeline
Cost Estimates

we work closely with client's requirements, building apps
that can: 

Boost Customer profitability
Put yourself ahead of your rivals
Get yourself noticed



STEPS TO COLLABORATE
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Once you decided to outsource your software
development project; it’s time to make sure
everything is clear before collaborating. Here are
some important things you should take care of:

01 | SIGN NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENTS 
When you involve an outsider in your business,
even if it is a new employee, your confidentiality
risks increase. Outsourcing is no exception. Some
entrepreneurs or businesses do not want to
share confidential data about their technology.
That’s why they are afraid of hiring dedicated
technical teams. However, the easiest and most
common method to mitigate these risks is to sign
a nondisclosure agreement (NDA). Such
agreements set out terms and conditions under
which proprietary data is to be kept confidential.
This data usually includes the development
process, source code, and any discussions
related to the product. The agreement
specifically highlights the consequences of
disclosing confidential data to any third party. A
signed agreement is necessary to ensure that
your data and project information is secure.

02 | CHECK COMPANY’S AWARENESS WITH RISK
MANAGEMENT 
While choosing your outsourcing partner, think
about the risks and problems that might pop up
during the development. And ask the
outsourcing vendor if they have the resources
and experience to manage these problems.
Because it is important to conduct a risk analysis
of every project to identify and manage risks.

03 | SET UP COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
Ask your outsourcing team, the communication
channels they use. You can create your
communication channels as well. For instance,
your Slack channel or maybe weekly phone calls.

04 |  ENSURE YOU ARE ACQUAINTED WITH THE
PRICING
You do not want your project to stick in the middle
because of disagreements over finances between
you and the outsourcing partner. Different
companies offer different pricing models and you
need to identify the models that best suit your
needs. You also need to find out the additional
expenses that might occur and who will be covering
those costs.

05 | DEVELOP TRUST WITH YOUR OUTSOURCING
PARTNER
When you hire professionals to do some work they
will need the liberty to do things their way.
Micromanaging and over controlling them can
destroy their productivity. So you must trust your
team and let them work their way and keep you
informed about the development of the project.



GROWTH TIMELINE

Initial Stages

Acquired Cloud Services Brand

Launched Our First Product

Launched incubation center

We started our development wing with
freelancing projects signed up using
freelancing portals

In 2018 we acquired a hosting and cloud
services company and rebranded it to
Cubic Hosting Inc. currently the brand is
facilitating companies across the globe
with more than 2300 active clients.

We launched our first product in the market
to target retail sectors and especially
businesses with multiple locations.

We launched our first-ever Incubation
center named as Cubic Research Labs for
the purpose of training and incubations of
new products.

2011

2018

2014

2021
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Signed new Alliances to Scale Business Areas
Cubic Solutions Inc. scaled to Germany in
2022 and signed alliance to B2P Techsol
Which is a collaboration between Smart
Impex and Cubic Solutions Inc.

2022



Over the years we have faced many problems
which are considered a part of growth and
scalability. We at Cubic Solutions Inc. now follow
different protocols to continue with clients in
order to avoid maximum issues like IT illiteracy,
Functional Transperancy and others.

PROBLEMS
A Brief Story About The Problems we faced 

Most companies never share
their needs in a well-
documented manner. We at
Cubic Solutions Inc. believe
in maintaining a well-crafted
document at the planning
stage. 

The Society
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Mostly Companies are never
clear about their demands
and we believe this is
because they are never
familiar about the process. 

Clear Demand

SOLUTIONS
Solutions to every problem are always hidden in failed compliance policies.
Cubic Solutions Inc. Works on contracts basics before jumping to
implementation as we believe the more we have clear instructions the acrute
we will be while delivering.



TRACTION
Traction is a period where the company is feeling momentum during its
development period. If traction momentum is not harnessed, sales figures can
decline and the customer base can shrink. In general, companies will judge
success by the amount of revenue and new customers they receive.

+72% +88% +68%
Software Sales Development Services Other Services
Software Sales wing
has shown 72% in
scaling and acquiring
new customers

Our Development
services model changed
time to time but over
the year

We can explain in 
detail the momentum 
of the company and 
the basic facts 

2011 - 2013 2014 - 2016 2017 - 2019 2020 - 2022

100 

75 

50 

25 

0 
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Company Valuation And Growth



Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 

Exposure 
Development

Engagement 
Development

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Growth and
Scalability

92% - 96%/Quarter 87% - 91%/Quarter Approx. 8% / Quarter
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2021 - 2022 Growth Comparison



RECURRING CLIENT DASHBOARD

96%

84%

Customer Loyalty 
Percentage Level

Branding Exposure
Effectivity Level

Average Recurring Clients

79% in 2022

cycle based Vs Upselling
Growth Chart

4 : 6

2011 2014 2017 2019 2020 2021 2022

75 

50 

25 

0 

Customers wiling to recommend us
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Recurring Clients are considered as one of the most important asset for any
company. On the basis of data compiled my our performance department we
have observed greater growth in recurring customers.



Chief Communication Officer Chief Legal Officer

B2P Techsol is a German IT service provider Based in Berlin. They
are a direct alliance with Cubic Solutions Inc. As Remote
incorporation by sharing clients and services. Mostly collaborating
with each other over Mobile Apps and other development services

Remco Sol is a Finish IT service provider based in Helsinki. They are
a direct alliance with Cubic Solutions Inc. As Remote incorporation
by sharing clients and services. Mostly collaborating with each
other over AI, ML and Data Science Projects

Cubic Hosting Inc. is an American traded Internet domain registrar
and web hosting company headquartered in New York and
incorporated in Pakistan

Omni Blox is a multi Shop and multi-warehouse Cloud Inventory
Solution designed specifically for SME's. 

Cubic Research labs provide the best opportunities for people with
creative ideas. Cubic research labs not only support them
operationally but also provide them with a suitable team to initiate
their startup.

Affinix. is a Canadian-traded Internet Cloud service company
headquartered in Ontario.

SUBSIDIARIES
Over the Years Cubic Solutions Inc. has launched many products and services
resulting in scaling its business to the wider niche.
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Circles is a plugin-based ERP for medium and larger-scale
companies. This is a subscription-based pay-as-you-go product

ALLIANCES



Cubic Solutions Inc. is recognized by Clutch, the manifest, Top
developers, and Also Featured by Upcity as the best service
provider. We are also Recognized by Best Startup Asia among
the " Top 55 Asian Companies" While Clutch has recognized us
as market leaders.

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
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Cubic Solutions Inc. 
also holds the credit
to collaborate with
multiple Universities
to be the bridge to
bring the best in
market and we are
proud market leaders
to be in game for a
longer time. Now as
an active part of
think tanks.



Founded in 2011 in Pakistan, Cubic Solutions Inc. has
become a leading software outsourcing company
helping businesses grow.
Team Cubic Solutions Inc. is a culturally diverse family
of skilled and passionate professionals aiming to give
life to your ideas. 

We provide technology solutions and dedicated services
including software development, eCommerce
development, UX/UI designing, quality assurance
services, DevOps, security consultancy, and digital
marketing. 

We cater to a variety of industries - eCommerce,
Fintech, Healthcare, Education, Food & Groceries, Travel
& Tourism. We believe that growth and success are
always mutual. Together with our amazing clients, we
strive to add value to businesses.

Your Technology partner across the
Globe.
Pakistan | United States | Canada | Germany | Finland

WWW.CUBICSOL.COM SALES@CUBICSOL.COM



GLOBAL PRESENCE
Cubic Solutions Inc. has been actively expanding its global presence with alliances
and  direct partnerships. Currently we have an active support and sales team in
following regions

Cubic Solutions.Inc Building
No – 5, Beltex Colony، 13-
Km Multan Rd, opposite
UBL bank Near Thokar Niaz
Baig 54000 Lahore,
.Pakistan

PAKISTAN
Cubic Solutions.Inc 
244 Fifth Avenue Suite No.
204 New York NY 10001
USA.

UNITED STATES
Cubic Solutions.Inc 
Unit 250, 115 Matheson
Blvd W Mississauga, ON L5R
1C6, Canada.

CANADA
Remco Sol
Kauniinilmankuja 3,
Helsinki, Finland

FINLAND

B2PTechsol Martin Luther
Straße 40, 13467 Berlin, DE

GERMANY

Support: support@cubicsol.com
Sales: sales@cubicsol.com
Skype: cubic.solution

EMAILS AND SKYPE
PK       +92 304  4299 758
USA    +1    516  7131  901
CA       +1    678  7868 886
FI         +35  850 3519  212
DE       +49 15 203292 148

GLOBAL PHONES
PK      +92  304  4299  758
USA   +1  678  7868 886
CA      +1  678  7868 886

GLOBAL WHATSAPP



PUBLISHED AND BELONG TO CUBIC SOLUTIONS INC.

WWW.CUBICSOL.COM 

Visit our website for
more information about
Software , Mobile , Web

apps development


